
When you think communication what do you think of? A telephone? Text messaging? Emails? Memos?
Posters? Notice boards? How effective are these modes of communication? Send – Receive. In
organization design and organization development in which structures and processes influence worker
behavior and motivation. When you view an manufacturing environment there are basically three levels of
communication; there are the workers out on the shop floor, supervisors and middle managers close by
the manufacturing shop floor and then the top managers or leaders of the organization. How do you pass
up and pass down information effectively through these levels or ‘tiers’ so that messages of
understanding are understood.

You can make the boards however you want, what did here was designed the metrics print out on plotter
sized 48” long X 36” wide placed against the wall and held in place by a same size toughened glass
retainer.

MDI stands for two things Managing Daily Improvements and Multiple Display indicators. This is an
internationally recognized best practice best companies in the world use. A good example of a Multiple
Display Indicator is a vehicle dashboard or a baseball scoreboard. Combine these together and you have
layered or tiered communication conduits to effectively talk to everyone with interactive information. The
above pictures show the installation of a three tiered daily meetings. Tier I is conducted daily at the end
and beginning of the shift and is closest to the workers shift to shift reviewing the last 12 hours of
production results. The ideal place to have these meetings is out on the shop floor is noise level will allow
attendees to be heard.



Storyboards can be used which I have gave mention to in other areas of my website. Tier II is conducted
daily. It may or may not be in the same place. This is where supervisors and cross-function supporting
managers convene to review the last 24 hours of production results. Tier III is also conducted daily and is
usually the top management leadership.

Each level or tier has there own MDI review boards. The boards are interactive, meaning you write using
dry erase markers on the Lexan plastic your updates. By the way, this is standing meetings – no sitting
down. We are all tired of those boring production meetings that drone on and on…



Whether you use a MDI, SCRUM, SPRINT, DASHBOARD or a STORYBOARD the purpose is the same
and is to act as a communication and information radiator.

• What do I work on?

• Where do I get my work from?

• How long should it take me?

• Where do I send it?

• When do I send it?

You can have all the fancy gizmos in the world, big 10/80 P panel monitors, but if nobody is looking at it,
using to communicate with others, it’s a White Elephant. When designing your boards make it as
interactive as possible, meaning people go to it and look see meet there with team members and enter or
adjust data or information on it manually and regularly with either a pencil or dry erase. Remember this:
‘Visual management without management standard work is wallpaper and management standard work
without visual management is social tourism’.

If money is no object for you then IoT (Internet of Things) is great if you can have an andon board that
communicates directly to your WMS and ERP systems in real-time. Ask: Does your communication
information board complete the P.D.C.A cycle? Who is going to do what? By when? Follow up.



MDI board for the warehouse shipping department. Inbound outbound schedules…



I began with the tier 2 level. This is a good place to start as it involves the link between the shop floor and
middle management.



This is the mechanical depiction of how the MDI board is made. It’s a 3 ft X 4 ft draft plotter printer size
paper with large 1” fonts which a plexiglass panel is placed over and held in position by a top and bottom
frame support.

The MDI owner updates his or her MDI board using a dry erase marker pen which can be easily erased
for new updated information to be entered.

This is a very important part of the MDI board standing meeting process and that is to interact with the
live action based information.
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All meetings begin with safety and process from there. Next quality, in all of its metrics and critical record
keeping and score cards. You can add paper document holders, but I caution to keep these at a minimum
otherwise it will start looking like a street lamp post that has dozens and dozens of flyers stuck to it.

When designing a MDI Board, does it complete the PDCA cycle?



Production and operations. How do you measure that?



Logistics MDI Board.



A Gemba survey that I carried out once was asking people what would they like to ‘see’ when it comes to
communication at the shop floor level and one of them was up-coming trials…



This was a purpose designed MDI Board for a quality rework problem that I was working on. What I did
was using a Check Sheet to populate the occurrences of packaging defects to build defect patterns of
(How) in elements of (Where) in to period of (When and How) that characterize their occurrence. This is
populated manually. I printed this out on 36” X 48” plotted paper and put it on a big easel right next to the
rework area.



Maintenance MDI board. Quite possibly one of the most important metrics for a maintenance department
is knowing your work order backlog.



Quality MDI Board.



Warehouse MDI Board. 



Warehouse finished goods MDI Board. 



Process engineering MDI Board.



Tier 2 Tier 1 Pass Down MDI Board.



Tier 2 Tier 3 Pass Up MDI Board.



Tier 2 Tier 3 Pass Up MDI Board.



Waste MDI Board.



Raw materials MDI Board.



General calendar of upcoming events MDI Board.



I began at the T2 (tier 2) level in a conference room close to the production floor. This was under
development at the time I took this picture.



I merged both T1 and T2 and T3 in the conference room because of its location between two production
lines.



MDI Boards installed. The idea is standing meetings and review of the last 12 hours, 24 hours and week
in review at the T1, T2 and T3 levels.



Tier 1. I started basic at first. How do you know that you have had a good day? This was production line
1.



Tier 1. I started basic at first. How do you know that you have had a good day? This was production line
2.



Top down – Bottom up work systems model. In the Tiered meeting model we need a system that
connects the tiers in an escalation of communication both top down and bottom up. We called this Pass
up – Pass down.



T2 basics:- Safety, Quality, Delivery and scrap waste. This is a model showing how to cross the
communication links between the tiers.
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Depiction of MDI boards in main production floor offices. I completely installed these MDI boards on both
sides of the room. Why or why did I not take pictures?


